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Abstract
We construct a full left-right model for the electroweak interactions based on the SU(3)L ⊗
SU(3)R ⊗ U(1)X gauge symmetry. The fermion content of the model is such that anomaly cancel-
lation restricts the number of families to be a multiple of three. One of the most important features
of the model is the joint presence of three light active neutrinos, three additional neutrinos at keV
mass scale, and six heavy ones with masses around 1011 GeV. They form a well-motivated part of
the spectrum in the sense that they address challenging problems related to neutrino oscillation,
warm dark matter, and baryogenesis through leptogenesis.
PACS numbers: 11.15.Ex, 12.60.Cn, 12.60.Fr
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The idea of explaining the observed maximal parity violation, incorporated by the Stan-
dard Model, as a vacuum solution of a higher energy theory manifestly invariant under
left-right (LR) symmetry was initiated by Pati and Salam [1]. It was further developed,
in its minimal realization, with the SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1) symmetry, in Ref. [2, 3]. As
a byproduct of such idea light left-handed neutrinos, as required by recent experiments
involving solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillations, arise through the seesaw mechanism.
In this letter we construct and investigate a LR model based on SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗
U(1)X symmetry for the electroweak interactions, that we call 3L3R for short, with a rich
neutrino content that is well motivated by the problems related to neutrino oscillation, warm
dark matter, and baryogenesis through leptogenesis. The matter representation content is
defined by requiring cancellation of all gauge anomalies involving three fermionic families,
concomitantly. In fact, the model can be extended to any integer multiple of three fermionic
families, although the asymptotic freedom in the strong interaction sector restricts this
number to be exactly three. Therefore, the model we present here also naturally embeds
the SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N models of [4] and [5].
Let us start with the electric charge operator which involves a combination of SU(3)L,R
and U(1)X generators,
Q = T 3L + T
3
R + b(T
8
L + T
8
R) +X . (1)
Here the LR symmetry has been assumed so that the theory is invariant by changing L⇄ R,
and b is a parameter defining the charges of the fields forming the representations. The
Standard Model multiplets can be recovered by taking: b = −1/√3 or b = √3. It happens
that Eq. (1) leads to the following relation involving the SU(3)L,R and U(1)X coupling
constants, g and gX , respectively, and the electroweak mixing angle,
g2X
g2
=
sin2θW
1− 2 (1 + b2) sin2θW . (2)
Remarkably, this relation implies that only b = −1/√3, which restricts sin2θW < 3/8, is
viable in accordance with the experimental fact that sin2θW(exp) ≈ 0.231 [6].
Thus, the fermionic representation for this model is, omitting the SU(3) color quantum
number,
for leptons:
ΨaL ≡ [νLa eLa NLa]T ∼ (3, 1, − 1/3) ,
ΨaR ≡ [νRa eRa NRa]T ∼ (1, 3, − 1/3) , (3)
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where a = 1, 2, 3 is the family index, and
for quarks:
QmL ≡ [dLm uLm d′Lm]T ∼ (3∗, 1, 0) ,
Q3L ≡ [uL3 dL3 u′L3]T ∼ (3, 1, 1/3) ,
QmR ≡ [dRm uRm d′Rm]T ∼ (1, 3∗, 0) ,
Q3R ≡ [uR3 dR3 u′R3]T ∼ (1, 3, 1/3) , (4)
with m = 1, 2. Observe that in this construction QmL and QmR are antitriplets of SU(3)L
and SU(3)R, respectively. This implies that this model is free from the following anomalies:
I) [SU(3)
color
]2 U (1)X ; II) [SU (3)L,R]
3;
III) [SU(3)L,R]
2U (1)X ; IV ) [U (1)X ]
3;
V ) [gravitational]2U(1)X .
The primed fields in Eq. (4) are related to new quarks with masses expected to be at the
TeV scale as we shall see.
We can now discuss the spontaneous breaking of the SU(3)L×SU(3)R×U(1)X to U(1)em.
We develop a minimal 3L3R model, meaning that we introduce the minimum amount of
scalar multiplets to give mass to all fermionic fields through effective operators. Six scalar
triplets are taken into account,
χL ≡
[
χ0L χ
−
L χ
′0
L
]T ∼ (3, 1, − 1/3) , χR ≡ [χ0R χ−R χ′0R]T ∼ (1, 3, − 1/3)
ηL ≡
[
η0L η
−
L η
′0
L
]T ∼ (3, 1, − 1/3) , ηR ≡ [η0R η−R η′0R]T ∼ (1, 3, − 1/3)
ρL ≡
[
ρ+L ρ
0
L ρ
′+
L
]T ∼ (3, 1, 2/3) , ρR ≡ [ρ+R ρ0R ρ′+R ]T ∼ (1, 3, 2/3) . (5)
It is assumed here that only six of the ten neutral scalars develop a nonzero vacuum expec-
tation value (VEV):
〈χL〉 = 1√
2
[
0 , 0 , vχ′
L
]T
, 〈χR〉 = 1√
2
[
0 , 0 , vχ′
R
]T
〈ηL〉 = 1√
2
[vηL , 0 , 0]
T , 〈ηR〉 = 1√
2
[vηR , 0 , 0]
T
〈ρL〉 = 1√
2
[0 , vρL , 0]
T , 〈ρR〉 = 1√
2
[0 , vρR , 0]
T , (6)
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which must be consistent with the minimum of the scalar potential. To avoid unnecessary
complications in the construction of the model and for future convenience, when analyzing
the neutrinos aspects, we impose the discrete symmetry
ρL,R → −ρL,R
χL,R → −χL,R, (7)
with all remaining fields transforming trivially. The general scalar potential invariant under
LR, gauge, and the discrete symmetry, can be written as
V =
∑
I
µ2I
(
Φ†ILΦIL + Φ
†
IRΦIR
)
+ fεijk (χLiηLjρLk + χRiηRjρRk +H.c)
+
∑
I
λI
[
(Φ†ILΦIL)
2 + (Φ†IRΦIR)
2
]
+
∑
I,J
αIJ(Φ
†
ILΦIL)(Φ
†
JRΦJR)
+
1
2
∑
J 6=I
λIJ
[
(Φ†ILΦIL)(Φ
†
JLΦJL) + (Φ
†
IRΦIR)(Φ
†
JRΦJR)
]
+
1
2
∑
J 6=I
κIJ
[
(Φ†ILΦJL)(Φ
†
JLΦIL) + (Φ
†
IRΦJR)(Φ
†
JRΦIR)
]
+
1
2
∑
J 6=I
κ′IJ
[
(Φ†ILΦJL)(Φ
†
JRΦIR) + (Φ
†
IRΦJR)(Φ
†
JLΦIL)
]
(8)
with the three components object Φ ≡ (χ, η, ρ). The minimum condition for this potential
leads to the constraint equations,
λ3v
2
ρL +
1
2
(
λ13v
2
χ′
L
+ λ23v
2
ηL + α33v
2
ρR + α13v
2
χ′
R
+ α23v
2
ηR +
√
2f
vηLvχ′L
vρL
)
= −µ2ρ,
λ3v
2
ρR +
1
2
(
λ13v
2
χ′
R
+ λ23v
2
ηR + α33v
2
ρL + α13v
2
χ′
L
+ α23v
2
ηL +
√
2f
vηRvχ′R
vρR
)
= −µ2ρ,
λ1v
2
χ′
L
+
1
2
(
λ12v
2
ηL
+ λ13v
2
ρL
+ α11v
2
χ′
R
+ α12v
2
ηR
+ α13v
2
ρR
+
√
2f
vηLvρL
vχ′
L
)
= −µ2χ,
λ1v
2
χ′
R
+
1
2
(
λ12v
2
ηR + λ13v
2
ρR + α11v
2
χ′
L
+ α12v
2
ηL + α13v
2
ρL +
√
2f
vηRvρR
vχ′
R
)
= −µ2χ,
λ2v
2
ηL +
1
2
(
λ12v
2
χ′
L
+ λ23v
2
ρL + α22v
2
ηR + α12v
2
χ′
R
+ α23v
2
ρR +
√
2f
vχ′
L
vρL
vηL
)
= −µ2η,
λ2v
2
ηR +
1
2
(
λ12v
2
χ′
R
+ λ23v
2
ρR + α22v
2
ηL + α12v
2
χ′
L
+ α23v
2
ρL +
√
2f
vχ′
R
vρR
vηR
)
= −µ2η (9)
With this, it is easy to check that no constraint emerges to force some of the VEVs to be
identically zero, which suits our minimal implementation of spontaneous symmetry breaking
and mass generation.
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The 3L3R will be spontaneously broken to U(1)em as follows: the VEVs, vχ′
R
, vρR
and vηR first realize SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗ U(1)X/SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N ; while reduction to the
electromagnetic factor SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N/U(1)em is then reached through the VEV’s vχ′
L
,
vρL and vηL . This last symmetry reduction should be realized with the VEV vχ′L lead-
ing to SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N/SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y and, then, the VEV’s vρL and vηL leading to
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y /U(1)em. Therefore, it is reasonable to have vχ′
L
>vρL ,vηL . It is specially
interesting that keV mass neutrinos in the 3L3R model suggest vχ′
L
to be at the TeV scale,
making it possible for the new particles of the model be produced in the present particle
colliders. As we will see later, breaking of the 3L3R symmetry at a very high energy scale
to SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N yields a successful seesaw mechanism for the neutrinos.
We can now make certain that the vacuum alignment taken above is indeed a physical
solution, by investigating the scalar mass spectrum of the model arising from Eq. (8), also
taking into account Eq. (9). Upon scalars mass matrix diagonalization, we see that from the
36 degrees of freedom in Eq. (5), 16 are Goldstone bosons which form part of the degrees
of freedom of the massive gauge bosons. In the scalar particles spectrum, there are six CP
even and two CP odd scalar fields, two non-Hermitian neutral scalar fields, and four charged
scalar fields. Half of these fields are directly related to the energy scales vρR, vχ′R, and vηR
that we designate as R-energy scales of the model (we also designate vχ′
L
, vρL , and vηL as the
L-energy scales). It is assumed here that these R-energy scales are very high, so that only
the particles directly related to the left scales belong to the low energy spectrum. It can be
argued that there are regions in the parameter space of the potential in Eq. (8) which lead
to a physical spectrum for the scalar fields. For example, we can assume that the couplings
among L and R scalar triplets are very small, i. e., αIJ , κ
′
IJ ≈ 0. In this case the scalar
fields related to the L-energy scales are the same as those in Ref. [5]. The squared masses
of the scalar fields which remain in the spectrum are all positive as it is required to have a
stable minimum point in the potential with the VEV configuration we have assumed. This
was studied in Ref. [7] for a model which has the same scalar sector, like the low energy
effective theory derived from the 3L3R model. The scalar particles, as well as the new gauge
bosons and fermions related to the L-energy scales may potentially be probed in the LHC.
Concerning the gauge bosons sector, the spectrum involves the photon and the other 16
massive gauge bosons where eight of them are charged (W±L , V
±
L , W
±
R , V
±
R ), four are neutral
but non-Hermitian (U0L , U
0†
L , U
0
R , U
0†
R ), and the other four are neutral (Z
0
L , Z
0′
L , Z
0
R , Z
0′
R ).
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Taking into account that SU(3)L⊗SU(3)R⊗U(1)X/SU(3)L⊗U(1)N is linked to a very high
energy scale the gauge bosons associated with the right-handed part of the model decouple
from the spectrum associated with the left-handed part which, on the other hand, is basically
the set of gauge bosons characteristic of the SU(3)L⊗U(1)N model [5, 8]. The gauge bosons
Z0L and W
±
L recover the properties of the standard gauge bosons Z
0 and W±, and V ±L , U
0
L,
and U0†L are all mainly linked to the vχ′L scale. For more specific details of these left gauge
bosons we refer the readers to Ref. [9].
It should be observed that it is still possible to construct an analogous LR model like we
propose here, but considering only four scalar triplets (two left scalar triplets and two right
scalar triplets). Although the fact that such construction leads to a simpler scalar sector it
seems it is not possible to generate all fermion masses exclusively by means of VEVs. In this
case additional mechanisms have to be implemented, as, for example, the radiative mass
corrections [8, 10].
Now let us move to the generation of the fermion masses. Such masses can emerge
uniquely through effective operators, once we have only scalar triplets in the present model.
Considering dimension-5 operators we have for the leptons
Lleff =
hlab
ΛD
(ΨaLρL)(ρ
†
RΨbR) +
gDab
ΛD
(ΨaLχL)(χ
†
RΨbR) +
yDab
ΛD
(ΨaLηL)(η
†
RΨbR)
+
gMab
ΛM
[(
(ΨaL)
cχ∗L
)(
χ†LΨbL
)
+
(
(ΨaR)
cχ∗R
)(
χ†RΨbR
)]
+
yMab
ΛM
[(
(ΨaL)
cη∗L
)(
η†LΨbL
)
+
(
(ΨaR)
cη∗R
)(
η†RΨbR
)]
+H.c, (10)
and for the quarks
Lqeff =
humn
ΛD
(QmLρ
∗
L)(ρ
T
RQnR) +
hχu33
ΛD
(Q3LχL)(χ
†
RQ3R)
+
hηu33
ΛD
(Q3LηL)(η
†
RQ3R) +
hχdmn
ΛD
(QmLχ
∗
L)(χ
T
RQnR)
+
hηdmn
ΛD
(QmLη
∗
L)(η
T
RQnR) +
hd33
ΛD
(Q3LρL)(ρ
†
RQ3R)
+
hum3
ΛD
[
(QmLρ
∗
L)(χ
†
RQ3R) + (QmRρ
∗
R)(χ
†
LQ3L)
]
+
hχdm3
ΛD
[
(QmLχ
∗
L)(ρ
†
RQ3R) + (QmRχ
∗
R)(ρ
†
LQ3L)
]
+H.c (11)
These operators have introduced two new scales into the model, ΛD, which is associated
with Dirac mass terms, and also, ΛM , which is associated with Majorana mass terms. Thus,
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having in mind a kind of seesaw mechanism behind fermion masses, it is plausible to expect
that ΛM >> ΛD, and we choose ΛM to be the Planck scale and ΛD some unification scale.
Moreover, since all Dirac masses of quarks and leptons involve a ratio between the R-energy
scales and ΛD, we can infer that it is not inappropriate to assume vρR ≈ vηR ≈ vχ′R ≈ ΛD.
A similar approach for giving mass to the fermions like the way we use here was shown in a
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R in Ref. [11].
In what concerns the charged leptons their masses are obtained from the first operator
in Eq. (10), giving ml ≈ hl2 vρL . The known quarks have their masses linked to the vρL,
vηL scales, while the new exotic fermions have their masses linked to the vχ′L scale, mainly.
Besides, there is not any charged fermion with mass at the scale ΛD. As is reasonable
to suppose, with vχ′
L
situated at TeV scale, the new quarks may be probed at the LHC.
Moreover, there is also a mixing among new quarks and the standard ones, making the
quark sector of the 3L3R model more complex than that in the Standard Model. The quark
sector of the 3L3R model will be developed elsewhere.
So far we have implemented a genuine LR model with a minimal content and also success-
fully recovered the important features of the Standard Model. Besides, there are new extra
features which are interesting byproducts of a SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N electroweak gauge model.
Next we deal with the neutrino physics showing another peculiar characteristic that, as
far as we know, is only present in this 3L3R model. The dimension-5 effective operators in
Eq. (10) provide Majorana as well as Dirac mass terms for the neutrinos. Defining the basis
(ΨL , (ΨR)
C), where ΨL = (νL , NL) and (ΨR)
C = ((νR)
C , (NR)
C), we obtain
Mν =

 ML MD
MTD MR

 , (12)
which is a 12×12 matrix constituted by four blocks of 6×6 matrices, whereMD is generated
by the second and the third terms in Eq. (10),
MD =
1
2ΛD

 yDvηLvηR 0
0 gDvχ′
L
vχ′
R

 , (13)
the fourth and the fifth terms generates ML,
ML =
1
ΛM

 yMv2ηL 0
0 gMv2χ′
L

 , (14)
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and MR,
MR =
1
ΛM

 yMv2ηR 0
0 gMv2χ′
R

 . (15)
Here, gD, gM , yD and yM are 3× 3 matrices whose elements are taken real for simplicity.
The assumption that R-energy scales are much higher than the L-energy scales leads to a
hierarchy among the magnitudes of the elements in the matrices above. MR involves the
ratios v2ηR/ΛM , v
2
χ′
R
/ΛM , while MD involves ratios vηLvηR/ΛD, vχ′Lvχ′R/ΛD and ML involves
ratios v2ηL/ΛM , v
2
χ′
L
/ΛM . As ΛM >> ΛD, in comparing the order of magnitude of these block
matrices, we can safely neglect ML in Eq. (12). In view of this, after diagonalization of Mν ,
we obtain a 6× 6 block diagonal matrix with the following mass matrix elements,
Mν′
L
≈ −MD(MR)−1MTD MνR = MR. (16)
The resulting mixing among the components of (ΨR)
C and ΨL is of the order of the matrix
elements in MDM
−1
R , which are proportional to the ratio ΛM/Λ
2
D times vηL or vχ′L . Thus,
ΨL practically decouples from (ΨR)
C .
The explicit form for Mν′
L
is approximately
Mν′
L
≈ − ΛM
4Λ2D

 yD(yM)−1(yD)Tv2ηL 0
0 gD(gM)−1(gD)Tv2χ′
L

 (17)
A nice result of the alignment of the VEV’s is that the matrix Mν′
L
gets block diagonal, with
the first block being the Majorana mass matrix of the standard left-handed neutrinos νL,
and the second one being the Majorana mass matrix of the new left-handed neutrino NL,
MνL ≈ −
ΛMv
2
ηL
4Λ2D
yD(yM)−1(yD)T ,
MNL ≈ −
ΛMv
2
χ′
L
4Λ2D
gD(gM)−1(gD)T . (18)
On taking the values ΛM = 10
19 GeV, ΛD = 10
15 GeV, vηL = 20 GeV, and vχ′L = 2 ×
103 GeV, the model predicts the following order of magnitude for the masses of the left-
handed neutrinos:
MνL ≈ yD(yM)−1(yD)T eV,
MNL ≈ 10gD(gM)−1(gD)TkeV, (19)
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We call the attention to two nice results here. First, the order of magnitude of the mass ma-
trices above where we have eV for the standard left-handed neutrinos, which is in agreement
with solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments. The typical order of magnitude
for the neutrino masses that convey an explanation for these experiments seems to be in
the range 10−3 − 10−2 eV [12]. Also, we have a keV mass scale for the NL neutrinos, which
falls in the range of values required by warm dark matter candidates [13]. The second nice
result is that NL does not mix with νL. In view of this, we have that the lightest NL turns
out to be a stable particle. Moreover, one problem that could jeopardize sterile neutrino as
a warm dark matter candidate is its decay in x-ray νS → γ + ν. The advantage of NL as
dark matter candidate is that, due to the absence of mixing among NL and νL, it gets free
from the x-ray constraint, i.e. we do not have the decay NL → γ + νL. All this makes NL a
safe warm dark matter candidate.
One might ask about the hierarchy that emerges concerning the keV neutrinos and eV
ones since we have the ratio mνkeV /mνeV ≈ 103−105. Assuming that the seesaw mechanism
is behind the neutrinos mass generation, the eV scale for neutrino mass has its origin in the
electroweak GeV scale. In the same way, the keV scale may be related to new physics at the
TeV scale. The 3L3R model has such a new energy scale, vχ′
L
, that makes it possible for the
appearance of keV neutrinos mass scale.
As for the right-handed neutrinos there are six of them acquiring masses in the Λ2D/ΛM ≈
1011 GeV scale which, under our considerations, dictates the scale of the matrix elements
in MR, and thus decoupled from the low energy spectrum. These could be responsible for
leptogenesis inducing the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the observed Universe [14, 15].
Besides explaining the observed neutrino oscillation with sub-eV masses, the 3L3R model
also gives us for free a potential candidate for the dark matter of the Universe in the form of
warm dark matter, namely, the lightest NL, and also heavy right-handed neutrinos suitable
to implement baryogenesis through leptogenesis.
Finally, it could be that with many competing scales present in the model, some higher
order effective operator violating baryon and lepton numbers could engender proton decay
in this model, as occurs in the minimal SU(3)L×UN (1) [16]. Such effective operators involve
four fermion multiplets with three of them being quarks from the first family. The relevant
lowest dimension operator allowed by the gauge and discrete symmetries leads to the four
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fermion operator
ξ
Λ3BL
εijkεαβγ(Q1L)
c
iα (Q1L)jβ (Ψ1L)γ
(
ηTR (Q1R)k
)
→ ξvηR√
2Λ3BL
εijkεαβγ(Q1L)
c
iα (Q1L)jβ (Ψ1L)γ (d1R)k , (20)
where we define i, j, and k as SU(3)C color indices, α, β,and γ as SU(3)L,R indices and ξ a
dimensionless constant of order 1. The suppression scale ΛBL is expected to be such that
ΛBL > ΛD ≈ vηR once it is related with baryon and lepton number violation. In accordance
with our previous assumption we can take ΛBL ≡ ΛM . In this case the operator in Eq.(20) is
harmless to the model. If, on the other hand, ΛBL turns out to be less than ΛM it is sufficient
to have ΛBL > (M
2
UvηR)
1/3 ≈ 1015 GeV, whereMU ≈ 1016 GeV is a typical suppression factor
in grand unification theories. Although the model is not predictive at this scale, concerning
the proton decay no severe threat seems to be posed by this process.
In summary, we developed a full LR symmetric gauge model for the electroweak in-
teractions based on the SU(3)L × SU(3)R × U(1)X symmetry. The 3L3R model embeds
SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)N model of Refs. [5, 8], including the important features well established in
the Standard Model as well. Also, the model offers an explanation for the family number
puzzle, besides other interesting phenomenological implications. It must be pointed out
that in this 3L3R model a peculiar neutrino scenario emerges interlacing several open ques-
tions. There are three light neutrinos which may explain the atmospheric and solar neutrino
oscillation experiments; three with masses at keV range, which may provide a warm dark
matter candidate; and additional six heavy right-handed neutrinos suitable to accommodate
a baryogenesis through leptogenesis scheme. This represents a logically consistent scenario
not only for neutrino physics, but also for the challenging problems of dark matter and
matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe, which may find in the model presented here
a self-contained explanation. These results give to the 3L3R model enough strength to neatly
represent a low energy regime of a more fundamental underlying theory, showing that it is
of considerable interest to populate the desert between electroweak and Planck scale.
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